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‘India, for its own sake, has to be wary, given the fluid situation across the globe’ | Photo Credit:
ANI

India scripted amazing success at the G-20 meeting in Delhi on September 9 and 10 and,
despite the odds, succeeded in producing a consensus Declaration worthy of an event of this
magnitude. Securing an agreement on almost a hundred issues on the agenda, apart from that
on the Russia-Ukraine war, was no mean achievement. All told, the G-20 outcomes seemed to
mirror the hopes and the wishes of the wider global community. India, as the host, could
rightfully take a large measure of credit for this result. The New Delhi Declaration does indeed
seem to have something for everyone. From condemnation of terrorism to climate issues, from
trebling of renewable energy capacity to matters such as lifestyle for sustainable development
and reform of multi-lateral development banks, apart from highlighting India’s contributions such
as digital public infrastructure and Unified Payments Interface, the Declaration seemed to echo
the prevailing mood in the G-20 of favouring compromise over conflict and fully endorsing Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s dictum of “One Earth, One Family, One Future”.

Consensus on the Ukraine conflict became possible with the West agreeing to ‘climb down’ from
its demand not to point fingers at Russia for the Ukraine conflict, and giving up on the insistence
to proclaim Russia as guilty. The New Delhi Declaration thus sharply differs from the Bali
Declaration of November 2022 where, by a majority vote, the Russian Federation was
condemned for its aggression in Ukraine. The difference between two Declarations is that while
Bali was accusatory in tone, New Delhi sought a resolution to the conflict. Russia and China
have since hailed the New Delhi Declaration in sharp contrast to their criticism of the Bali
Declaration.

For India, which is a founder-member of the G-20, formed in 1999 as a grouping of Finance
Ministers and Central Bank Governors (it was upgraded to summit level in 2008), and which
hosted the G-20 meeting in 2002 (of Finance Ministers and central bank governors), the world
has come full circle. Today, India is amongst the leaders whose word counts. A better outcome
could not have been wished for.

Euphoria about the G-20 outcome under India’s presidency, however, needs to be tempered,
given the many dark clouds that exist on the horizon. China might have welcomed the Delhi
Declaration, but there is inherent foreboding in its affirmation that the G-20 was intended to be a
‘forum for economic cooperation’ and ‘not a platform for resolving geo-political and security
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issues’. Also, while welcoming the establishment of an India-Middle East-Europe Economic
Corridor Plan (announced during the G-20), China has sent an implicit warning that it should ‘not
become a geo-political tool’. It is evident that China’s perception is that the G-20 was being used
by the West solely to try and impose its world view. A few other world leaders also do not seem
to have given the Delhi G-20 a ‘thumbs up’, with some observing that hardly any of the geo-
strategic and geo-economic issues had been sorted out. The South Korean President, for
instance, warned that the world is in a ‘period of poly-crisis encompassing geo-political
competition, spiralling inflation and continuation of the protracted war with Ukraine’.

India, for its own sake, has to be wary, given the fluid situation across the globe. China remains
a hegemon in Asia, notwithstanding China’s economy becoming embroiled in an extended
stalemate. While many in the West view China’s situation of ‘debt deflation and demographic
decline’ as an opportunity, they remain oblivious to the reality of China’s known capacity to
resort to various means to overcome its problems. India, however, cannot afford to do so.

India remains an obvious target for China and is in its ‘cross-hairs’. While the West can possibly
live with a situation in which several of its strategies to contain China have failed, India cannot.
Two aspects — the West’s acknowledgment of India’s’ growing economic strength, and India’s
membership of the Quad (which is now openly accepted as a key grouping in the anti-China
phalanx) — call for abundant caution on India’s part, since China is unlikely to take kindly to
either.

Ineluctably, the character of G-20 has been changing in recent years. Contrast the role of G-20
during the 2008-09 economic crisis, (when leading economies tried to find ways and means to
prevent the world from plunging into a prolonged economic crisis) with its role in recent years,
where the main focus of the G-20 has been on global political conflicts and less on the nature of
the global economic landscape. Many analysts hew to the view that under the rubric of the G-20,
a subterranean conflict is being waged today by two opposing blocs to alter the balance of
power. The two camps (one led by the West and the other by China-Russia) have already
earned the sobriquet of ‘enduring rivals’, engaged in a battle for global supremacy.

The ‘rules-based world order’, meanwhile, has become a ‘catch-all phrase’ of merely one
segment. The reality is that the world faces ‘emerging world disorder’, the return of two
antagonistic blocs, and shrinking space for the non-aligned. The stalemate in the Ukraine
conflict and the eclipse of Russia’s hope of a quick walkover in Ukraine seem to have
encouraged the U.S. to strengthen and expand the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
under its leadership.

A new NATO is set to become even more dependent on the U.S. for military supplies and
capabilities, to be able to act as a bulwark against ‘Russian expansionism’. It has, in turn, raised
the prospect of a U.S.-equipped ‘territorial force’ emerging in Ukraine. Outside Europe, a
number of non-NATO allies are being inveigled to join a U.S.-led alliance to counter
‘authoritarianism’ (represented by Russia and China) which is proceeding apace. Japan and
South Korea have already capitulated to the West’s wooing. Australia has become a key partner
in the U.S.-led alliance in the Southern Hemisphere.

Russia and China, in turn, are deepening their ‘strategic alignment’. Countries such as North
Korea are cementing their relations with this bloc. The recent meeting in Moscow between
Russian President Vladimir Putin and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has further deepened
their relationship. China is exploiting its frontage in the Pacific Ocean to openly challenge U.S.
naval power here. Russia and Türkiye have deepened their relationship based on shared
interests and the personal friendship between Mr. Putin and the Turkish leader, Recep Tayyip
Erdoan. Russia is once again seeking to expand its footprint in Africa, and Russia’s recent
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agreement to supply food grains to African States at subsidised prices, or even for free, is aimed
towards this end.

The many new alignments are set to deal a death blow to the concept of non-alignment. It is
proving increasingly difficult for countries to remain non-aligned in the truest sense of the word.
Even existing formations such as BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) are
tending to find the situation untenable. Given the multiplicity of relationships and the ‘lattice work’
of security agreements that have emerged, the space for non-alignment has dramatically
shrunk.

With the strengthening of rival camps holding divergent visions of the international order, the
world confronts a dismal future. It may not be too far wrong to surmise, that notwithstanding all
the glitz surrounding the 18th G-20 in New Delhi and the obligatory references to the importance
of the Global South among its priorities, countries such as India (despite all the hard work they
put in), will still remain notional pieces on the checkerboard of international politics, with hardly
any decisive voice in determining the course of world events.

M.K. Narayanan is a former Director, Intelligence Bureau, a former National Security Adviser,
and a former Governor of West Bengal
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